Abstract
Introduction

Imagine asking a home robot 'Hey -can you go check if my laptop is on my desk? And if so, bring it to me.'
In order to be successful, such an agent would need a range of artificial intelligence (AI) skills -visual perception (to recognize objects, scenes, obstacles), language understanding (to translate questions and instructions into actions), and navigation of potentially novel environments (to move and find things in a changing world). Much of the recent success in these areas is due to large neural networks trained on massive human-annotated datasets collected from the web. However, this static paradigm of 'internet vision' is poorly suited for training embodied agents. By their nature, these † denotes equal contribution Figure 1 : We extend EmbodiedQA [1] to photorealstic environments, our agent is spawned in a perceptually and semantically novel environment and tasked with answering a question about that environment. We examine the agent's ability to navigate the environment and answer the question by perceiving its environment through point clouds, RGB images, or a combination of the two. agents engage in active perception -observing the world and then performing actions that in turn dynamically change what the agent perceives. What are needed then are richly annotated, photo-realistic environments where agents may learn about the consequence of their actions on future perceptions while performing high-level goals.
To this end, a number of recent works have proposed goal-driven, perception-based tasks situated in simulated environments to develop such agents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . While these tasks are set in semantically realistic environments (i.e. having realistic layouts and object occurrences), most are based in synthetic environments (on SUNCG [11] or Unity 3D models [12] ) that are perceptually quite different from what agents embodied in the real world might experience. Firstly, these environments lack visual realism both in terms of the fidelity of textures, lighting, and object geometries but also with respect to the rich in-class variation of ob-jects 1 . Secondly, these problems are typically approached with 2D perception (RGB frames) despite the widespread use of depth-sensing cameras (RGB-D) on actual robotic platforms [13] [14] [15] . Contributions. We address these points of disconnect by instantiating a large-scale, language-based navigation task in photorealistic environments and by developing end-toend trainable models with point cloud perception -from raw 3D point clouds to goal-driven navigation policies.
Specifically, we generalize the recently proposed Embodied Question Answering (EmbodiedQA) [1] task (originally proposed in synthetic SUNCG scenes [11] ) to the photorealistic 3D reconstructions from Matterport 3D (MP3D) [16] . In this task, an agent is spawned at a random location in a novel environment (e.g. a house) and asked to answer a question ('What color is the car in the garage?'). In order to succeed, the agent needs to navigate from egocentric vision alone (without an environment map), locate the entity in question ('car in the garage'), and respond with the correct answer (e.g. 'orange').
We introduce the MP3D-EQA dataset, consisting of 1136 questions and answers grounded in 83 environments. Similar to [1] , our questions are generated from functional programs operating on the annotations (objects, rooms, and their relationships) provided in MP3D; however, MP3D lacks color annotations for objects, which we collect from Amazon Mechanical Turk in order to generate 'What color . . . ?' questions. The MP3D environments provide significantly more challenging environments for our agent to learn to navigate in due to the increased visual variation.
We present a large-scale exhaustive evaluation of design decisions, training a total of 16 navigation models (2 architectures, 2 language variations, and 4 perception variations), 3 visual question answering models, and 2 perception models -ablating the effects of perception, memory, and goalspecification. Through this comprehensive analysis we demonstrate the complementary strengths of these perception modalities and highlight surprisingly strong baselines in the EmbodiedQA experimental setting.
Our analysis reveals that the seemingly naive baselines, forward-only and random, are strong navigators in the default evaluation setting presented in [1] and challenging to beat, providing insight to others working in this space that models can perform surprisingly well without learning any meaningful behavior. We also find that point clouds provide a richer signal than RGB images for learning obstacle avoidance, motivating continued study of utilizing depth information in embodied navigation tasks.
We find a novel weighting scheme we call Inflection Weighting -balancing the contributions to the cross-entropy loss between inflections, where the ground truth action differs from the previous one, and non-inflections -to be an 1 To pervert Tolstoy, each ugly lamp is ugly in its own way. effective technique when performing behavior cloning with a shortest path expert. We believe this technique will be broadly useful any time a recurrent model is trained on long sequences with an imbalance in symbol continuation versus symbol transition probabilities, i.e. when P (
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explore end-to-end-trainable 3D perception for goal-driven navigation in photo-realistic environments. With the use of point clouds and realistic indoor scenes, our work lays the groundwork for tighter connection between embodied vision and goal-driven navigation, provides a testbed for benchmarking 3D perception models, and hopefully brings embodied agents trained on simulation one step closer to real robots equipped with 2.5D RGB-D cameras.
Related Work
Embodied Agents and Environments. End-to-end learning methods -to predict actions directly from raw pixels [17] -have recently demonstrated strong performance. Gupta et al. [2] learn to navigate via mapping and planning. Sadeghi et al. [18] teach an agent to fly using simulated data and deploy it in the real world. Gandhi et al. [19] collect a dataset of drone crashes and train self-supervised agents to avoid obstacles. A number of new challenging tasks have been proposed including instruction-based navigation [6, 7] , target-driven navigation [2, 4] , embodied/interactive question answering [1, 9] , and task planning [5] .
A prevailing problem in embodied perception is the lack of a standardized, large-scale, diverse, real-world benchmark -essentially, there does not yet exist a COCO [20] for embodied vision. A number of synthetic 3D environments have been introduced, such as DeepMind Lab [21] and VizDoom [22] . Recently, more visually stimulating and complex datasets have emerged which contain actionable replicas of 3D indoor scenes [3, [23] [24] [25] . These efforts make use of synthetic scenes [25, 26] , or scans of real indoor houses [16, 27] and are equipped with a variety of input modalities, i.e. RGB, semantic annotations, depth, etc.
The closest to our work is the EmbodiedQA work of Das et al. [1] , who train agents to predict actions from egocentric RGB frames. While RGB datasets are understandably popular for 'internet vision', it is worth stepping back and asking -why must an embodied agent navigating in 3D environments be handicapped to perceive with a single RGB camera? We empirically show that point cloud representations are more effective for navigation in this task. Moreover, contrary to [1, 9] that use synthetic environments, we extend the task to real environments sourced from [16] . 3D Representations and Architectures. Deep learning has been slower to impact 3D computer vision than its 2D counterpart, in part due to the increased complexity of representing 3D data. Initial success was seen with volumetric CNN's [28] [29] [30] . These networks first discretize 3D space with a volumetric representation and then apply 3D variants of operations commonly found in 2D CNN's -convolutions, pooling, etc. Volumetric representations are greatly limited due to the sparsity of 3D data and the computational cost of 3D convolutions. Recent works on 3D deep learning have proposed architectures that operate directly on point clouds. Point clouds are a challenging input for deep learning as they are naturally a set of points with no canonical ordering. To overcome the ordering issue, some utilize symmetric functions, PointNet(++) [31, 32] , and A-SCN [33] . Others have used clever internal representations, such as SplatNet [34] , Kd-Net [35] , and O-CNN [36] .
Questions in Environments
In this work, we instantiate the Embodied Question Answering (EQA) [1] task in realistic environments from the Matterport3D dataset [16] .
Environments
The Matterport3D dataset consists of 90 home environments captured through a series of panoramic RGB-D images taken by a Matterport Pro Camera (see sample panoramas in Fig. 2a) . The resulting point clouds are aligned and used to reconstruct a 3D mesh (like those shown in Fig. 2b ) that is then annotated with semantic labels. The Matterport3D dataset is densely annotated with semantic segmentations of 40 object categories for ∼50,000 instances. Room type is annotated for over 2050 individual rooms.
These reconstructions offer high degrees of perceptual realism but are not perfect however and sometimes suffer from discoloration and unusual geometries such as holes in surfaces. In this work, we examine both RGB and RGB-D perception in these environments. For RGB, we take renders from the mesh reconstructions and for point clouds we operate directly on the aligned point clouds. Fig. 2c and Simulator. To enable agents to navigate in MatterPort3D environments, we develop a simulator based on MINOS [23] . Among other things, MINOS provides occupancy checking, RGB frame rendering from the mesh, and shortest path calculation (though we reimplement this for higher accuracy and speed). It does not however provide access to the underlying point clouds. In order to render 2.5D RGB-D frames, we first construct a global point cloud from all of the panoramas provided in an environment from the dataset. Then, the agent's current position, camera parameters (field of view, and aspect ratio), and the mesh reconstruction are used to determine which points are within its view. See the supplementary for full details on this. While EQA [1] included a forth question type prepositions, we found those questions in MP3D to be relatively few, with strong biases in their answer, thus we do not include them.
Questions
While room and object annotations and positions supporting the three question types above are available in MP3D, human names for object colors are not. To rectify this, we collect the dominant color of each object from workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Workers are asked to select one of 24 colors for each object. The color palette was created by starting with Kenneth Kelly's 22 colors of maximum contrast [37] and adding 2 additional colors (off-white and slate-grey) due to their prevalence in indoor scenes. Overall, the most reported color was gray. For each object, we collect 5 annotations and take the majority vote, breaking ties based on object color priors. We include details of the AMT interface in the supplementary.
Following the protocol in [1] , we filter out questions that have a low entropy in distribution over answers across environments i.e. peaky answer priors -e.g. the answer to 'What room is the shower in?' is nearly always 'bathroom' -to ensure that questions in our dataset require the agent to navigate and perceive to answer accurately. We remove rooms or objects that are ambiguous (e.g. "misc" rooms) or structural (e.g. "wall" objects). Below are the objects and rooms that appear in our generated questions: In total, we generate ∼1100 questions across 83 home environments (7 environments resulted in no questions after filtering). Note that this amounts to ∼13 question-answer pairs per environment compared to ∼12 per scene in [1] . Color room questions make up the majority of questions. These questions require searching the environment to find the specified object in the specified room. Whereas [1] requires both the object and the room to be unique within the environment, we only require the (object, room) pair to be unique, thereby giving the navigator significantly less information about the location of the object. We use the same train/val/test split of environments as in MINOS [23] . Note that in [1] , the test environments differ from train only in the layout of the objects; the objects themselves have been seen during training. In MP3D-EQA, the agents are tested on entirely new homes, thus may come across entirely new objects -testing semantic and perceptual generalization. Tab. 1 shows the distribution of homes, floors, and questions across these splits. We restrict agent start locations to lie on the same floor as question targets and limit episodes to single floors.
Perception for Embodied Agents
Agents for EmbodiedQA must understand the given question, perceive and navigate their surroundings collecting information, and answer correctly in order to succeed. Consider an EmbodiedQA agent that navigates by predicting an action a t at each time step t based on its trajectory of past observations and actions σ t−1 = (s 1 , a 1 , s 2 , a 2 , . . . , s t−1 , a t−1 ), the current state s t , and the question Q. There are many important design decisions for such a model -action selection policy, question representation, trajectory encoding, and observation representation. In this work, we focus on the observation representation -i.e. perception -in isolation and follow the architectural pattern in [1] for the remaining components. In this section, we describe our approach and recap existing model details.
Learning Point Cloud Representations
Consider a point cloud P ∈ P which is an unordered set of points in 3D space with associated colors, i.e.
. To enable a neural agent to perceive the world using point clouds, we must learn a function f : P → R d that maps a point cloud to an observation representation. To do this, we leverage a widely used 3D architecture, PointNet++ [32] . [31] , composed of a series of per-point operations (essentially 1-by-1 convolutions) and a terminal maxpool operation, is applied to this set of associated points to produce the summary representation h i+1 k . These clustering and summarization steps (referred to as Set Abstractions in [32] ) can be repeated arbitrarily many times. In this work we use a 3 level architecture with N 1 = 1045, N 2 = 256, and N 3 = 64. We compute a final feature with a set of 1-by-1 convolutions and a max-pool over the 3rd level point features and denote this network as f (·).
Given an input point cloud P t from an agent's view at time t, we produce a representation s t = f (P t ) where s t ∈ R 1024 . However, point clouds have an interesting property -as an agent navigates an environment the number of points it perceives can vary. This may be due to sensor limitations (e.g. being too close or too far from objects) or properties of the observed surfaces (e.g. specularity). While the encoder f is invariant to the number of input points, representations drawn from few supporting points are not likely to be good representations of a scene. For a navigation or question-answering agent, this means there is no way to discern between confident and unconfident or erroneous observation. To address this, we divide the range spanning the possible number of points in any given point cloud -[0, 2 14 ] -into 5 equal sized bins and represent these bins as 32-d feature vectors that encode the sparsity of a point cloud. Now, given a point cloud P t with |P t | points, we retrieve its corresponding sparsity embedding c t and produce a final encoding [s t , c t ] ∈ R 1056 that is used by the agent for navigation and question-answering. Visual Pretraining Tasks. To train the encoder architecture to extract semantically and spatially meaningful representations of agent views, we introduce three pretraining tasks based on the annotations provided in Matterport3D. Specifically, these tasks are: Figure 3 : The visual encoders a trained using three pertaining tasks to imbue their scene representations with information about semantics (segmentation), color (autoencoding), and structure (depth). All decoder heads share the same encoder. Upsampling for RGB (Up #) is done with bi-linear interpolation. Upsampling for pointclouds (FP #), is achieved with Feature Propagation layers [32] . After pretraining, the decoders are discarded, and the encoder is treated as a static feature extractor.
RGB
-Semantic Segmentation in which the model predicts the object annotation for each point, y s i , from the summarized representation s i = f (P ). We train a PointNet++ feature propagation network g s (·) to minimize the crossentropy between y s i andŷ s i = g s (f (P )) [32] . This encourages the encoder, f (·), to include information about which objects are in the frame. 
{(x
. We implement this decoder as a multi-layer perceptron that regresses to the N × 3 spatial coordinates. As in [38] , we use the earth-movers distance as the loss function. We demonstrate these tasks in Fig. 3 . These tasks encourage the model features to represent colors, objects, and spatial information including free-space and depth that are essential to navigation. We collect ∼100,000 frames from Matterport3D using our simulator and train the point cloud encoder for these tasks. We discard the decoder networks after training, and use the encoder f as a fixed feature extractor. RGB Image representations. We utilize ResNet50 [39] trained using an analogous set of tasks (semantic segmentation, autoencoding, and depth prediction) to learn a representation for egocentric 224 × 224 RGB images as in [1] . We find that ResNet50 is better able to handle the increased visual complexity of the Matterport3D environments than the shallow CNN model used in Das et al. We provide further details about perception model and decoder architectures in the supplement.
Navigation and Question Answering
We now provide an overview of the navigation and question answering models we use in this work. Question Encoding. In order to succeed at navigation and question answering, it is important for an embodied agent to understand the queries it is being tasked with answering. We use two layer LSTMs with 128-d hidden states to encode questions. The question encoding for navigation and question answering are learned separately. Question Answering Models. We experimented with three classes of question answering models: -Question-only We examine the question-only baselines proposed in [1] -a small classification network that predicts the answer using just the question encoding. We also examine the recently proposed question-only baselines in [40] -a simple nearest neighbors approach and a bag-of-words with a softmax classifier. -Attention This is the best performing VQA model from [1] . It computes question-guided attention over the features of the last five frames observed by the agent before stopping, followed by element-wise product between the attended feature and question encoding to answer; and -Spatial Attention utilizes the bag-of-words encoder proposed in [40] to compute spatial attention over the last-frame. We use scaled dot-product attention [41] over the feature map, perform an element-wise product between attended features and the question feature, and predict an answer. This model only uses RGB inputs. Navigation Models. We consider two baseline navigators: -Forward-only (Fwd) which always predicts forward. -Random which uniformly chooses one of forward, turn-left, and turn-right at every time step. We consider two navigation architectures: -Reactive (R) which is a simple feed-forward network that takes a concatenation of the embedding of the five most recent visual observations as input to predict an action. As such, this is a memory-less navigator. -Memory (M) which is a two-layer GRU-RNN that takes the encoding(s) of the current observation and previous action as inputs to predict the current action. For each navigation architecture, we examine the combination of our 4 different perception variations, None (i.e. a blind model as suggested by Thomason et al. [42] ), PC, RGB, and PC+RGB, with the 2 different language variations, None and Question. For reactive models that utilize the question, we incorporate the question embedding by concatenation with the visual embedding. For memory models, the question embedding is an additional input to the GRU. Due to the highly correlated observations our agents see during training, we utilize Group Normalization layers [43] in our navigation models. The action space for all our navigation models is forward, turn-left, turn-right, and stop.
Imitation Learning from Expert Trajectories
To train our models, we first create a static dataset of agent trajectories by generating training episodes based on shortest-paths from agent spawn locations to the best view of the object of interest. For example, if a question asks 'What color is the sofa in the living room?', we spawn an agent randomly in the environment in the same floor as the target object -the sofa -and compute the shortest navigable path to the best view of the sofa. The best view of the sofa is determined by exhausting all possible view positions within a reasonable radius of the target object. The quality of a view is determined by the intersection over union of a pre-determined bounding box and the segmentation mask of the target. In normalized image coordinates, the bounding box's top left corner is at (0.25, 0.25) and it has a height of 0.6 and a width of 0.5. We use this metric instead of simply maximizing the number of visible pixels in the segmentation mask to maintain context of the object's surroundings.
To provide enough data to overcome the complexity of Matterport3D environments, we generate ∼11,796 such paths in total (corresponding to approximately ∼15 episodes per question-environment pair, each for a different spawn location of the agent). For computational efficiency in the large Matterport3D environments, we compute shortest paths in continuous space using LazyTheta* [44] and greedily generate agent actions to follow that path, rather than directly searching in the agent's action space. Perception. We use the frozen pre-trained perception models as described in Section 4.1. For PC+RGB models we simply concatenate both visual features. Question Answering. The question answering models are trained to predict the ground truth answer from a list of 53 answers using Cross Entropy loss. The models with vision use the ground-truth navigator during training.
Imitating Long Trajectories Effectively
All navigation models are trained with behavior cloning where they are made to mimic the ground truth, shortest path agent trajectories. That is to say the agents are walked through the ground truth trajectory observing the corresponding frames (though reactive models retain only the last five) up until a given time step and then make an action prediction. Regardless of the decision, the agent will be stepped along the ground truth trajectory and repeat this process. One challenge with this approach is that relatively unintelligent policies can achieve promising validation loss without really learning anything useful -one such strategy simply repeats the previous ground truth action. Insidiously, these models achieve very high validation accuracy for action prediction but miss every transition between actions! Inflection Weighting. To combat this problem and encourage agents to focus on important decisions along the trajectory, we introduce a novel weighting scheme we call Inflection Weighting. Conceptually, we weight predictions at time steps more heavily if the ground truth action differs from the previous one -that is if the time step is an inflection point in the trajectory. More formally, we define a per-time step weight
where N/n I is the inverse frequency of inflection points (approximately 5.7 in our dataset). We can then write an inflection weighted loss between a sequence of predictionŝ Y and a ground truth trajectory A over as:
where (·, ·) is the task loss -cross-entropy in our setting. We define the first action, t = 1, to be an inflection. In practice, we find inflection weighting leads to significant gains in performance for recurrent models. Inflection weighting may be viewed as a generalization of the class-balanced loss methods that are commonly used in supervised learning under heavily imbalanced class distributions (e.g. in semantic segmentation [45] ) for a particular definition of a 'class' (inflection or not).
Experiments and Analysis
We closely follow the experimental protocol of Das et al. [1] . All results here are reported on novel test environments. Agents are evaluated on their performance 10, 30, or 50 primitive actions away from the question target, corresponding to distances of 0.35, 1.89, and 3.54 meters respectively. One subtle but important point is that to achieve these distances the agent is first randomly spawned within the environment, and then the agent is walked along the shortest path to the target until it is the desired distance from the target (10, 30, or 50 steps).
We perform an exhaustive evaluation of design decisions, training a total of 16 navigation models (2 architectures, 2 language variations, and 4 perception variations), 3 visual question answering models, and 2 perception models. 
Metrics
Question Answering. For measuring question answering performance, we report the top-1 accuracy, i.e. did the agent's predicted answer match the ground truth or not.
Navigation. For navigation, we report the distance to the target object from where the agent is spawned (d 0 ) for reference, measure distance to the target object upon navigation completion d T (lower is better), and the percentage of actions that result in a collision with an obstacle % collision (lower is better). All the distances are geodesic, i.e. measured along the shortest path. We propose a new metric, IoU T (higher is better), to evaluate the quality of the view of the target the agent obtains at the end of navigation. We compute the intersectionover-union (IoU) score between the ground-truth target segmentation and the same centered bounding box used to select views during dataset generation (see Section 4.3). To compensate for object size, we divide by the best attainable IoU for the target object. We define IoU T as the maximum of the last N IoU scores. We set N to 5 as the VQA model receives the last 5 frames.
Results and Analysis
Question Answering. The top-1 accuracy for different answering modules on the validation set using the groundtruth navigator is shown below. In-order to compare QA performance between navigators, we report all QA results with the best-performing module -spatial+RGB+Q -regardless of the navigator. Navigation. We use the following notation to specify our models: For the base architecture, R denotes reactive models and M denotes memory models. The base architectures are then augmented with their input types, +PC, +RGB, and +Q. So a memory model that utilizes point clouds (but no question) is denoted as M+PC. Unless otherwise specified (by the prefix NoIW), models are trained with inflection weighting. We denote the two baseline navigators, forward-only and random, as Fwd and Random, respectively. Due to the large volume of results, we present key findings and analysis here (with T −30 ) and, for the intrepid reader, provide the full table (with 300+ numbers!) in the supplement. We make the following observations: Forward-only is a strong baseline. One of the side-effects of the evaluation procedure proposed in [1] is that the agent is commonly facing the correct direction when it is handed control. This means the right thing to do to make progress is to go forward. As a result, a forward-only navigator does quite well, see Fig. 4 . Forward-only also tends to not overshoot too much due to its 'functional stop': continually running into an obstacle until the max step limit is reached. Our vision-less reactive models (R/Fwd and R+Q/Fwd) learn to only predict forward, the most frequent action. Fig. 4 also shows that the random baseline is a deceptively strong baseline. The lack of a backward action, and left and right cancelling each other out in expectation, results in random essentially becoming forward-only. Inflection weighting improves navigation. We find inflection weighting to be crucial for training navigation models with behavior cloning of a shortest-path expert; see Fig. 5 . While we see some improvements with inflection weighting for most models, memory models reap the greatest benefits -improving significantly on both d T and IoU T . Interestingly, these gains do not translate into improved QA accuracy. While we have only utilized this loss for behavior cloning, we suspect the improvements seen from inflection weighting will transfer to models that are fine-tuned with reinforcement learning as they begin with better performance. Memory helps. Fig. 4 shows that models with memory are better navigators than their reactive counter parts. Surpris- ingly, a vision-less navigator with memory performs very well at distance based navigation metrics. Like a visionless reactive navigator (forward-only), a vision-less memory navigator is only able to learn priors on how shortest paths in the dataset tend to look, however memory allows the model to count and therefore it is able to stop and turn. Vision helps gaze direction metrics. Fig. 6 shows the effect of adding vision to both reactive and memory models. The addition of vision leads to improvements on IoU T and QA, however, the improvements in IoU T do not translate directly improvement on QA. This is likely due to naive VQA models. Models with vision also tend to collide with the environment less often, as can be seen by % collision usually being lower. Vision hurts distance metrics. Surprisingly, adding vision hurts distance based navigation metrics (d T ). For reactive models, adding vision causes the models to collide significantly less frequently, resulting in a loss of the 'functional stop' that forward-only uses, i.e. continually colliding until the step limit is reached. For memory models, the story isn't as clear; however, memory models with vision stop less often and thus have a higher average episode length than their vision-less counterpart, which causes them to overshoot more often. We suspect this is because they learn a more complex function for stopping than the simple counting method used by vision-less memory models and this function is less able to handle errors during navigation. Question somewhat helps. Fig. 7 provides a comparison of M+PC and M+RGB and M+PC+RGB with and without the question (Q). Interestingly, we do not see large improvements when providing models with the question. Given how much color room dominates our dataset, it seems reasonable to expect that telling the navigation models which room to go to would be a large benefit. We suspect that our models are not able to properly utilize this information due to limitations of behavior cloning. Models trained with behavior cloning never see mistakes or exploration and therefore never learn to correct mistakes or explore. PC+RGB provides the best of both worlds. Fig. 6 also provides a comparison of the three different vision modalities. The general tend is that point clouds provided a richer signal for obstacle avoidance (corresponding to lower % collision values), while RGB provides richer semantic information (corresponding to a higher IoU T and QA). Combining both point clouds and RGB provides improvements to both obstacle avoidance and leveraging semantic information.
Conclusion
We present an extension of the task of EmbodiedQA to photorealistic environments utilizing the Matterport 3D dataset and propose the MP3D-EQA v1 dataset. We then present a thorough study of 2 navigation baselines and 2 different navigation architectures with 8 different input variations. We develop an end-to-end trainable navigation model capable of learning goal-driving navigation policies directly from 3D point clouds. We provide analysis and insight into the factors that affect navigation performance and propose a novel weighting scheme -Inflection Weightingthat increases the effectiveness of behavior cloning. We demonstrate that two the navigation baselines, random and forward-only, are quite strong under the evaluation settings presented by [1] . Our work serves as a step towards bridging the gap between internet vision-style problems and the goal of vision for embodied perception.
